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Link analysis algorithms 

HIT algorithm (Jon Kleinberg) PageRank (Larry Page) 
hubs and authorities Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search 



-  A link analysis algorithm 

-  One of hundreds of factors 
Google considering for better
 search results 

1. A random surfer (walker), starting from a random web page,  
 chooses the next page to which it will move by clicking at random  
 one among the hyperlinks in the current page.                                                                      (with probablity d) 
 
2. Otherwise, with probability (1 − d), the surfer jumps to any web  
 page in the network. 

3. If a page is a dangling end, meaning it has no outgoing hyperlinks,
 the random surfer selects an arbitrary web page from a uniform  
 distribution and “teleports” to that page. 

?



the probability to be on page i  
at time t 

damping factor d 

random teleportation 

if page j is a dangling 
end 

where 

if page j has an  
outgoing link to i, 
otherwise 0 



For converges  to the stationary state 

solution of this linear  
system 

or 

where the matrix                 
   is 1 for all elements 

Google matrix 

For d<1, left stochastic, aperiodic,  
irreducible! 

PR vector       is the principal eigenvector of the system 
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If               , then page i ranks above page j on the search results. 



Public Belief vs. Truth 
PageRank is more reliable when d is  
close to 1, since network structure is 
more reflected. 

No. when d goes to 1, only  
sink component emerges on  
the top. 

When d decreases, it is only fade-out  
of network structure gradually. There is
 only smooth transition into uniform.  

No. it is rather drastic than 
a gradual transition. Why? 
…… 

When d is small enough, we can deal 
this perturbation approach. Let’s go… 

Well… I don’t think so.  
Small enough d?  
It probably depends on the  
network size.  

Actually there is not enough knowledge about the PageRank. 



Dilemma of PageRank  
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All-to-all. randomly,  
uniformly 

Following a network  
structure 

When d is 0, trivial uniform distribution.  
As d goes to 1, the network becomes more important.  
What is the best value of the damping factor d?  Is getting close to 1 ideal? 
 
No, contrarily to popular belief, when d goes to 1, PageRank gets concentrated in
 the OUT components (“rank-sinks”) .  

damping factor 



SCC decomposition 

rank-sink 



Big picture of 
a directed network 

A. Broder et al., “Graph structure in the Web,” Computer Networks 33, 309 (2000). 
S. N. Dorogovtsev and J. F. F. Mendes, “Evolution of networks,” Advances in Physics 51, 1079 (2002). 

Bow tie diagram 



Directed network 

GIN GOUT 
GSCC 

DC 

GWCC 



BerkStan.dat Google.dat 

NotreDame.dat Standford.dat 



Wikipedia.dat RaySoda.dat 

Twitter.dat 

Top 100 largest SCC  
and connections between them 



BerkStan.dat 



NotreDame.dat 

Connected top 100 largest SCC 

One GSCC and all SCC is OUT since it is a crawled data. 

So, this definitely reflects there is serious sampling bias. 



ad 
Wikipedia.dat Twitter.dat RaySoda.dat 



Hydrologic Cycle  (물의 순환) 



a Strongly Connected Component 

Evaporation & precipitation:  
random teleportation 



Effect of a damping factor ? 



Stanford Web data 



SCC decomposition diagram 



Degree correlation 

Pearson correlation :  0.047 
Spearman correlation: 0.258 
Kendall correlation: 0.206 



Correlation coefficients 

1. Pearson correlation 

2. Spearman rank correlation 

3. Kendall’s tau rank correlation 



𝝅(𝒅) 
Rank-reversal 

How the PRs look like… 



Relation between in-degree and PR 

S. Fortunato, M. Boguna, A. Flammini, and F. Menczer, “On Local Estimations of PageRank: A Mean Field Approach,”  
Internet Mathematics 4, 245 (2007). 



Rank changes depending on damping factor d 



PageRank correlations 

Pearson 

Spearman 

Kendall’s tau 



On a single SCC ? 



Rank-reversal 

Rank-pocket 

bottleneck 



Summary 

ü  These days Google’s PageRank (PR) is deeply
 related to the success of modern businesses or 
the ranking of athletes, scientists, their paper,  
and even scientific journals. 

ü  We have investigated PR as a function of its damping factor on a subset of  
pages from a single domain in WWW. 

ü  Rank-reversal occurs frequently and over a broad range of PR. 

ü  Rank-reversal happens not only in directed networks containing rank-sinks  
but also in a single strongly connected component.  This is due to the  
presence of rank-pockets and bottlenecks. 

ü  A better understanding rank-reversals may be essential to optimizing the  
stability of PR, to thwarting attempts to cheat such as spam farms, and  
ultimately to determining which scientists will be cited, which products will sell
, and which businesses or other ventures will prosper. 
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